BEWARE of cheap imitations . . .
and ensure you get what you paid for!
®


COLORBOND

steel is one of the most advanced steel products in the market.
Beneath the surface world leading technology is hard at work, delivering long - life anti
- corrosive performance. That is why COLORBOND® steel has been Australia’s
favourite building material for over four decades.
®


Being developed specifically for Australia’s harsh conditions, COLORBOND steel

meets stringent Australian Standards (AS1397 | AS2728) guaranteeing the coating
mass and paint film thickness.
®

®


COLORBOND steel is backed by a 10 year warranty from BlueScope Steel
*Shorter warranties periods may apply and will be determined upon application (which must be submitted immediately after purchase for
warranty eligibility). For full terms and conditions visit www.colorbond.com or call direct on 1800 022 999.

It is only COLORBOND® steel if it says so . .
Look for the Brand?
COLORBOND® steel is laser engraved every 1.2 metres on each sheet
across the entire standard fencing colour range. Now it is easy to see
whether you have the superior performance and quality of genuine
COLORBOND® steel.
COLORBOND® and BLUESCOPE® are registered trademarks of BlueScope Steel Limited, ABN 16 000 111 058.
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®
FENSCREEN POST

AUSTRALIA’S LEADING FENCE POST DESIGN

Our Town Fencing unique Fenscreen® Panels are all manufactured using 100% BlueScope® COLORBOND® steel.
This ensures that it is the best quality fencing material available, and being backed by BlueScope® steel’s warranty
of up to 10 years, you can be confident that all Fenscreen® products will look great for years to come.

Superior Strength Post
Our Town Fenscreen® panel post takes fence rigidity and strength to a whole new level. It’s unique registered
design introduces several ground breaking features that not only enhances stability, but also offers superior
drainage of accumulated water in the bottom rail and actually assists with the installation (see details below).

Drainage Gusset
This allows water to drain
out the end of a bottom rail
without obstruction more

Extra Wide Twin

efficiently than conventional

Rib Design

drainage holes.

This design is
specifically targeted to
resist twisting, bending,

Screw Locating

and flaring, coupled
with the 70mm width

Seam.

ensures a stronger,

This assists with

straighter finished

installation by guiding self

product.

drilling tek screws into the
optimal position.

Fenscreen® Caps

Caps
Available in single or
double. Unique design
ensures caps are
securely fastened for the
life of the fence.
Popular colours available.
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